[Learning strategies of hippocampectomized rats on an elevated maze].
Hippocampectomized (N = 19) and control (N = 18) rats were trained on an elevated T-maze in which place, cue and response strategies employed could be separated from one another. For nine hippocampals and nine controls, a place task was followed by a cue task (place-cue condition) while the order was reversed for the remaining subjects (cue-place condition). The effects of hippocampal lesions on acquisition and transfer of place and cue learning were assessed in terms of correct responses and strategies used by the rats. In both training conditions, performance of hippocampals was significantly impaired for the place task but not for the cue task. Hippocampals used a cue strategy in the cue task but employed a response strategy in the place task. Controls, on the other hand, used a place strategy in the place task and a cue strategy in the cue task. These results suggest that rats with hippocampal lesions are imparied in their ability to employ a place strategy with the result that other strategies are adopted in a place task situation.